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Figure 1. Data transmission chain between seafl oor and user on 
shore
The functioning parameters of the stations are also monitored, for a 
proper preparation of the maintenance interventions scheduled at 
each periodic cruise over the Var Valley. The data transmission results 
over the two years are presented.
3. Conclusions
The system presented here off ers the functions of a near real time sea 
observatory, at a modest cost. In addition to delivering the seafl oor 
data in near real time, it allows a permanent technical monitoring of 
the seafl oor equipment and can transmit alerts from the seafl oor. 
These two years of operation allowed to signifi cantly increase its reli-
ability.
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1. Introduction
The OBSEA Project (Expandable Submarine Observatory) comes up 
from the necessity to develop the elements and required technol-
ogy to be able to design, build and exploit an observation system 
and take measures of submarine parameters. This technology must 
be able to be adapted to diff erent requirements and confi gurations, 
with the only wish to provide with the necessary technology to 
the scientifi c community for the installation of submarine measure 
points in the more interesting enclaves, contributing to the capacity 
of obtaining tailored information in a stable way, for an observation 
period medium or long.
 fi gure 1. Possible node locations.
The structure is based on a group of submarine wired nodes that 
are forming an enlargeable communications network that is pow-
ered and linked to ground using a submarine cable. The network is 
powering the submarine instruments and is carrying out monitoring, 
supervision and maintenance works to guarantee the maximum reli-
ability and availability of the installation.
2. Results and Discussion 
In the ground station it will be the management server in charge 
of the state monitoring of all elements in the system, and the data 
server which will continually store the information and it will provide 
the interface toward the world, giving controlled access to the scien-
tifi c community. This station is completed with the communications 
system which transmits the information through the submarine fi bre 
optic and the power system in charge of giving the necessary elec-
trical power to the submerged elements. The submarine nodes will 
provide the interface to the oceanographic instruments managing 
the communications and power at the same time that are monitoring 
all the necessary parameters to assure the operation of the devices.
Figure 2. Preliminary Submarine Station Network design.
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Do to this project is a system of considerable span and that it will be 
located in a public territory, the necessary tasks to carry it out are 
complex, multidisciplinary and they require the cooperation of mul-
tiple institutions. As for example:
   oPromotion and funds obtaining
   oObtaining of permits:
   oMunicipal
   oFishing Department
   oDemarcation of Coast
   oCatalan Water Agency
   oLogistics, transport and storage
   oMechanical design and structures calculation
   oDevelop of electronic systems
   oDevelop of software management and control
   oIntegration of systems
   oInspect of the location place
   oPublic works and installation
The development of the submarine observatory bears multitude 
of tasks that are being carried out in parallel, some over the whole 
project as the promotion and funds obtaining, other tasks typical of 
the beginning of the project as the specifi cations defi nition are being 
modifi ed as long as the project requirements have been clarifi ed. At 
the moment one is working in the design and development of the 
control electronics and communications and with the interfaces with 
the external sensors of the submarine node, as well as the construc-
tion of the mechanical structures. At the same time contacts are set-
tling down with scientifi c institutions to determinate the specifi ca-
tions and to participate together in public tenders to obtain funds.
Tasks in course:
   oEnergy system
   oControl system
   oCommunications system
   oInstrumentation system
   oSupport structures
   oCable transport and preparation 
Tasks for second semester 2007:
   oGround station developing 
   oAssembling of the dry model of the submarine node
   oInspection of the submarine location
   oDetermination of exact place for location
   oRoute planning of the cable
   oObtaining of permits remaining 
Future works:
   oCable installation 
   oInstallation of submerged node
   oInstallation of fi rst sensors
   oConstitution of a observatories network 
   oPromotion and Exploitation
   oPetition of helps and funds
3. Conclusions
The development of a submarine station is a complex and multidis-
ciplinary task.
All the materials and components are very expensive as well as the 
civilian works and the required installation tasks that causes that a 
very strong investment is required.
The dependence of the administrations for the permit obtaining 
slows down all the processes.
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Figure 3. 
Oceanographic instruments that can be connected to the OBSEA.
Tasks carried out:
   oBasic defi nition of the observatory
   oElaboration of a general descriptive document
   oStudy of existing observatories
   oGeneral specifi cations for components
   oSubcontractors off ers comparison
   oProduction of a hyperbaric chamber
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